Artist Statement: Jamin J. Rollin
“It would not be too much
to say that myth is the secret
opening through which the
inexhaustible energies of
the cosmos pour into human
cultural manifestation…

Investigating the essence of aesthetic beauty is the main theme of
my work. Beauty, being a socially constructed concept is a necessary component of human existence. It is human nature to fear the unknown, and so
we rationalize daily life into codes, symbols, morals and standard to live

The characteristic efficacy
to touch and inspire deep
creative centers dwells in the
smallest nursery fairy tale.
For symbols of mythology
are not manufactured….

by to not only make sense of the world, but also to give life meaning. We

They
are
spontaneous
production of the human
psyche”

building blocks of our own isolation.

-- Joseph Campbell, Hero
with a Thousand Faces

have come a long way from the days when man looked at the sky and saw
a chariot pull the sun across the heavens. Where we have sought to bring
order and science to the world around us, we have given ourselves the

Historically, the concept of aesthetic beauty has changed slowly, as
our concepts of the universe changed. Through the creative forces of philosophers, writers, poets and artists over the centuries, the ideas of “beauty” has slowly evolved. Today, in the postmodern world, it has virtually
been annihilated, not only by the great social upheavals of the 20th century,
but also by the sheer speed and cacophony of information we are bombarded with every day. There is really no longer a distinction between “good”
and “bad.” However, through this all, there still persist deeply entrenched
archetypes, even if we are dulled to the examples, lurking in the shadows

“Man imagines that it is death
he fears…. But what he fears is
the unforeseen, the explosion.
What man fears is himself, not
death.”
-- Saint-Exupery, Flight to
Araas

of our awareness.
My current body of work examines alchemy, both literally and metaphorically. While struggling my first semester in the MFA program trying
to tell legend and myths in a contemporary voice, I came to the conclusion
that I was being too literal in my narrative. During that time, however, I
had been creating small brass and copper plates on the side that, at the time,
were merely meditative—a resting place for my brain—while I agonized
over my larger scale work. In the end, these small plates were the only

thing I was satisfied with, and decided I had been fighting my nature for
far too long.
According to Lewis Hyde in Trickster Makes This World, the elements of chance lie at the crossroads between two seemingly unrelated
worlds, and through that intersection, all new life is born. He links it to

fetish (fet’ish)
1. any object to have
magical powers
2. anything to which one is
irrationally devoted

the biochemist, Jacques Mondo’s theories on evolutionary biology. Hyde
writes, “Accident is the single source of true innovation… when a mutation
meets its context we have pure coincidence, a cross-roads event… Nothing
new under the sun can exist without absolute chance; it ‘alone I sat the
source of every innovation, of all creation in the biosphere’” (120).

3. any non-sexual object
that abnormally
excites erotic feelings
-- Webster’s
Dictionary

New

World

My newest work is a series I call “Crossroads,” a large scale project
of copper, brass and steel plates, intended to hang in a grid. I have intentionally limited my materials to basic elements—ground pigment or stone,
processed solvents and varnishes derived from wood (such as polyurethane
or lacquer), and utilizing fire as the main catalyst. I create anywhere from
six to ten plates at a time, changing one basic element about the process in
order to perform my experiments. Each plate is treated differently in each
run—some are scratched for sanded, others are sprayed with a solvent or
water as the vehicle dries (usually polyurethane, tined to various colors
with pigment). I tend to be attracted to colors that reflect blood and soot,
but have been expanding my natural inclinations to incorporate other colors as well, considering the various chemical reactions of the plates when
in contact with the fire. Just recently, I have added both hot and cold patina
processes that have produced exciting and variable results.
The true element of chance occurs in the next step, for I have ab-

“For I am the first and the
last.
I am the honored one & the
scorned one.
I am the whore & the holy
one…
For I am knowledge &
ignorance.
I am shame & boldness.
I am shameless; I am
ashamed.
I am strength & I am fear.
I am war and peace…
I am the silence that is
incomprehensible
And the idea whose
remembrance is
frequent…”

solutely no idea what will happen as they burn. Beforehand, I set up a
stop-bath to set the results, changing the solution for each set I work with.
I have used snow, vinegar, mineral spirits and intend on expanding to more
corrosive substances to procure new and unpredictable results. The nature

-- From Thunder Perfect
Mind, gnostic text of Mary
Magdalene

of fire is that I must work quickly and intuitively, with very little cogni“I must not fear. Fear is
the mind-killer. Fear is the
little death that brings total
obliteration. I will face may
fear. I will permit it to pass
over me and through me. And
when the fear has gone past, I
will turn my inner eye to see
its path. Where the fear has
gone there will be nothing.
Only, I will remain.”

tive thought, otherwise they turn crispy black and must be scraped and

-- Frank Herbert, Dune

order will always be dominated by chaos. Using alchemical symbols of the

reworked. What little thought I do allow myself, in this stage of the process
alone, is child-like wonder, just as I watched frost form in dizzying arrays of organic forms spread out across a window pane in my youth. From
there, the plates are left to dry, and then I must make a cognitive decision as
to where to go. This delicate balance between chaos and order is discussed
in Nietzsche’s Birth of Tragedy. Each cannot exist without the other, yet

basic seven metals, combined with the geometrical elements of square and
grids, I bring a sense of balance between total chaos and order. The transparency of the polyurethane hints at more traditional forms of old masters’
techniques, and captures an internal glow which is never static. The depth
of colour and texture changes with the environmental light source, so the
panels are never the same at any one point in a day. This makes them extremely difficult to photograph, which appeals to me as a conscious effort
“The power of the consuming,
purifying fire destroys the old
and sweeps it away. Nothing
is spared; the tower of the
ego is shaken to its very
foundations…
“All that remains is trust; the
knowledge that all events
arise from the endless love
of the universe and bring
about the possibility for
learning and recognition.
This understanding of the
true events transforms even
apparent losses into the
valuable gifts they really are.”

to reject the world of digital technology and reproduction. The very essence that make them unique cannot be stolen through the lens of a camera.
For many alchemist, the ultimate goal was to create a compound
that contained the seven basic metals, which is absolutely impossible according to modern chemistry. However, this was far more than just a physical reality for the alchemists. This mysterious compound or “prima material” was simultaneously the presence and the absence of all life, and called
many things such as: the bird of Hermes, Jacob’s Ladder, and the seeds of
bodies, dependent on what cultural background (be it Hindi, Greek, Muslim or Christian) the speaker came from. What is a constant here, is that
the search for this prima material was, in essence the quest for the sublime.

-- XVI, The Tower, from the
Thoth Tarot

It was precisely that the quest WAS the transcendental substance, capable
of curing age, sickness and even death. This prima material has also been

called the Holy Grail and the Philosopher’s Stone in legends and myth.
By using the various derivatives of alchemical signs for these seven basic
compounds, the entire work as a whole becomes the literal embodiment of
the sublime.
There are many artists who have dealt with similar notions of the
role of accident and its connection to the sublime. I am largely influenced
by the conceptual aspects of Marcel DuChamp and Andy Goldsworthy although I realize from a strictly formal level, my work is very different. DuChamp was primarily concerned with the removal of the artist’ hand and
the habitual habits therein as a rejection of a logical universe represented

“Alchemy is the art that
knows how to make a
substance no formula can
describe. And it knows the
particular turmoil of thoughts
that finds expression in colors.
Alchemy is the old science
of struggling with materials,
and not quite understanding
what is happening: exactly
as Monet did, and as every
painter does each day in the
studio.”
-- James Elkins, What
Painting Is

by academic painting. For Goldsworthy, it is the artist who responds and
interacts with an environment as a sort of meditative response to something
ephemeral and larger than self. Although my plates are not physically kinetic like much of their work, the role of lighting and how it changes the
surface appearance for the viewer based on the vantage point or time of day
is the largest performative part of the work. The nature of the high gloss
finish obscures the plates lingering on the fringes of any given vantage
point, encouraging the viewer to move about, closer and then farther away
to see the totality.
For the last decade or so, my work has almost always sprung from
inspiration attained through literature, film or legend, so it is a natural progression for me to incorporate ancient myth with contemporary culture.
By reexamining these stories, I attempt to combine them with today’s vernacular, in hopes to bring something akin to an “urban soul.” This is not
meant in an overtly romanticized way, for I still believe that the artist is
an integral part of being IN a society not above or beyond as some sort of

“When you make two one,
and when you make the inside
the outside and the inside the
outside and the outside like
the inside, and the above
like the below, and when you
make the male and the female
one and the same…
Then you will enter the
Kingdom.”

mystical prophet. I would like to think that my educational background,
possessing both a BFA in Painting and BS in Art History, enriches my work
with a deeper cultural context.

-- From the Gospel of St.
Thomas

It is not necessary that the viewer exactly understand what I’m try“Nature must serve as the
basis and model of science,
and Art must work according
to Nature as far as possible,
therefore, the Artist must
observe Nature and operate
how she perates.”

ing to say, just so long as it sparks some kind of internal contemplation.
However, one thing I would like is for him or her to interact with the work,
very much like the state of meditative wonder I must stay in during the catalytic process. Each plate is a fixed, brief moment in time where set known
parameters yield a completely unexpected accident of chance. My hope is

-- St. Alberus Magnus, a
famous alchemist

that the viewer finds the random marks of happenstance fascinating, even
if they are merely testimonies to documentation of an alchemical process

“Whoever the Gods of
fortune are, they will drop
things in your path, but if you
search for those things you
will not find them”
-- Lewis Hyde, Trickster
Makes the World

